International Banking Group (outside UK) –
Strategy and culture change

The Challenge
This bank with a proud history but also a set of acute environmental
and competitive challenges needed to accelerate its transformation.
Under a new CEO, they had adopted an ambitious purpose and
identified the strategy, organisation and culture required to achieve
it. 12 months on, the rationale was widely understood and substantial
infrastructure change had been achieved but progress was hampered
by silo’d working and a lack of empowerment, and many lacked
belief that the transformation was achievable.
We were asked to develop a series of leadership events aimed at
ensuring that every leader in the organisation understood what had
already been achieved, what was next, and the implications for them
and their people; and ensuring that each one recognised and chose
to take up their responsibility for delivering the transformation
As we got to know the organisation it became clear that a different
kind of senior leaders’ event was required and that all people
leaders needed to understand the state of play and be supported
to build greater psychological safety and agility in practice. We
proposed, designed and facilitated a solution to meet that wider
and deeper need.

The Solution
Senior Leaders Workshop (top 270)
After careful preparation of the ExCo as convenors and a group
of internal facilitators, the Bank’s senior leaders participated
in a 2-day workshop (quite different from their previous more
conference-like events), stepping back from their busyness to
see what was being achieved and what was challenging; to learn
from that and consider next steps, above all on how to mitigate
the cultural risk to delivering on the strategy and purpose. By
design (and in the way the ExCo led and participated) it was an
exemplary experience of the adult:adult, speak-up, ‘one team’ and
accountable culture the Bank was moving towards. It got beneath
the surface of their performance and progress as leaders. And it
both included and resulted in specific stuff to go and do.

Each individual is
now accountable for
the transformation,
understanding how my
contribution/behaviour/
attitudes are impacting my
team’s journey, and my
control over that.. This is not
ExCo’s transformation, this
is everyone’s journey and
everyone’s responsibility.
Senior Leader
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Leader-led Manager Roadshows
(all people leaders)
In the following two weeks all other people leaders
attended a similar (but shorter) version of the same
workshop in their own region, experiencing a new
candour, authenticity and confidence in the senior
leaders who led each event.

Workplace Session
Resources

Chapter 2:

Manager-led Team Sessions
(all employees)
The organisational updates and conversation about
psychological safety were opened up to the rest of the
organisation as each people leader ran a 2-hour session
with their own team, equipped with a digital toolkit of
session outlines, notes and materials.

safety and
An essential ingredient of psychological
their leaders truly seek
empowerment is that people believe
to be leader-led.
it, therefore these sessions are designed

to help take ideas from
These resources are for you to use
work with your
our Senior Leadership Event into day-to-day
or being a teacher
people. It is not about delivering training
do some real work
so much as it is an opportunity to
psychological
together, on these two topics of increasing
within a framework.
safety and creating more freedom
to suddenly become
Consequently you are not being asked
know much more about
an expert in these subjects or even
It is more about
them than the rest of your colleagues.
leading them through
bringing your people together and
exploring the topic together.
will need to think about
In order to do that effectively you
that is itself an example
how you create a great atmosphere
way.
of working in a psychologically safe
sessions are successful
The critical factor in whether these
to bring this to life with
is your preparedness, as a leader,
to lead open and
your own words and examples, and
These activities
honest conversations with your team.
to work without a
are designed to be used flexibly and
training.
professional facilitator or any further
time to be well prepared
What you will need to do is take the
to help lead others
material
and sufficiently familiar with this
through the process.

run with your team:
There are three sessions for you to
safety (2 hours)
Session 1: Creating greater psychological
a framework (2 hours)
Session 2: CORAL - Freedom within
Pit Stop (1 hour)
places that work best for
Schedule these for the times and
you, bearing in mind:
will be run by
§ the expectation that all three sessions
[date]; and

§ the need for a space in which people
talk openly.

can step back and

materials

each session specifying
A ‘kit list’ is included in the notes for
you’ll need.
all the equipment, printing and stationery
and easy to
These are all designed to be straightforward
advance.
procure but may need ordering in

Preparing your team

into an appropriate
It will help if you can get your team
sure that in your invitations
mindset before they arrive. Make
not only the context and
and reminders you communicate
expectation of it being
purpose of the session, but also your
of views.
an interactive discussion and sharing
it may help (especially
To get that discussion flowing quickly,
some questions
the more reflective) to provide in advance
In the case of Session 2
that you’d like people to consider.
there is specific pre(CORAL -Freedom within a framework)
reading/watching for them to do.
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Chapter 1:

The challenge of
this work –
developing new habits

Introduction
to Workplace
Session Resources

Introduction of the CORAL method
(all people leaders)
To provide additional support in developing
psychological safety, we introduced CORAL (our
adaptation of Mission Command for the corporate
environment). This incorporates psychologically safe
methods for delegating more decision-making and
encouraging greater initiative. After an initial workshop
for the 270 senior leaders, each of them introduced the
approach to their own team and shared how specifically
they intended to experiment with it, starting a cascade
of new practice flowing through the organisation.
Accountability was supported with follow-up from linemanagers on progress and learning.

Planning

Your role

Getting
Ready

Chapter 3:

Session 1,
Creating Greater
Psychological Safety

When all is said and
done, when it comes
to making shifts in our
said than done. Developing
behaviour, more gets
new behaviours and
making them into new
is not easy. There are
day-to-day habits
many reasons for this:
Neurological – our
brains are structured
to stick to established
of doing things. It literally
comfortable ways
requires less energy
for thoughts to go down
pathways of neurones
Purpose of these
well-trodden
in the brain than to
establish the new neural
resources
needed for different
pathways
ways of doing things.
So even when you
A lot of really powerful
do something differently,
consciously
commitment and alignment
want to
your physiology is keen
was
created by coming
to save your body energy
encourage you to do
together for our senior
it the way you have
and
leadership event
always done it!
in June 2019. What
we now want to do
Therefore, putting these
is take that a
stage further by asking
resources into practice
you to do some further
may mean summoning
more energy and willpower
work with
your own colleagues.
up a little
than normal day-to-day
The purpose of this
work.
further work is
to i) encourage new
Sociological – doing
day-to-day leadership
something different
practices that
can mean standing
will help create work
and challenging social
out from the crowd
environments of greater
norms.
We
are all conditioned by
psychological
safety for us all, and
accepted and to be
our environments to
ii) enable us to have
‘part of…’ rather than
be
the autonomy
‘apart from…’. “This
and the decision-mak
always done it around
is the way we have
ing freedom to do our
here” means not rocking
best
and most
fulfilling work.
the boat.
Therefore deciding
to lead your colleagues
through these activities
We know from our
reminding yourself how
Open View survey that
may involve
much it means to you
Psychological
Safety is an area to
to be creating an even
nurturing and high-performi
which we need to pay
more
ng environment in which
greater
attention. But this is
best work, even if that
we can all thrive and
more than an issue
do our
means challenging
of needing to ‘fix’
some norms and habits.
something. It is undeniably
true that we need people
Psychological – Our
safe to speak up and
unconscious is at work
to feel
challenge inappropriate
all
the
us
time,
safe.
working hard to keep
We are predisposed
behaviour,
poor judgement and
to avoid the unknown
unacceptable risk-taking
minds to fear what
and evolution has shaped
in order
we do not know. The
to protect the interests
our
genes of people who
of all of our stakeholders
and enthusiastic about
were most curious
and
safeguard our reputation.
exploring the source
of growling coming
But beyond this management
turned out to be, the
from, what later
of risk, our competitivene
caves of sabre-tooth
tigers will not be commonly
ss depends on our
current DNA.
people feeling
found in our
safe enough to take
decisions confidently,
to experiment
with new ways of doing
Therefore prototyping
things and to innovate
new ways of working
with these resources
in ways that
help us deliver on our
a small step into the
may mean taking
purpose, vision, mission
unknown, but whilst
also making sure you
and values.
These resources have
ways that have been
are doing that in
been designed to help
well thought through
do just that.
and
do
not involve taking unreasonable
risks.
Putting these resources
Your role
into practice may feel
a little clunky and uncomfortable
with. That is normal
and to be expected.
to start
You will not need to be an expert
Doing only what is comfortable
in the approach, but your role is instead
means doing
to act as a guide and facilitator of
the content. The real value of this
session will be realised when you
and your team agree on a few specific
steps to take as experiments in creating
greater psychological safety. As you
help lead your colleagues
through this material it is also an opportunity
to think about how you can be a role
model, demonstrating
what it looks like to be creating a
psychologically safe environment.
N.B. As a specific piece of preparation,
it would be useful to get the data
from the Open View survey about
psychological safety that is specific
to your part of the business.
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SESSION OVERVIEW (2 HOURS)

Timing

Summary
Introducing what we mean by psychological
safety and
exploring what benefit greater psychological
safety might
bring specifically to your part of the
Bank and the work
that you do. Identifying a few practical
steps that you and
your colleagues can put in to practice
to increase the levels
of psychological safety in the part
of the Bank that you and
your colleagues lead.

Intention
To enable you to identify sufficient
benefits and
specific actions to take that will enable
you to increase
psychological safety. This is part of
a Bank wide use of
these resources to create something
of a movement in our
leadership; to help build, what Group
Chief Risk Officer
Vincent Mulvey described as, a more
fearless Bank of
Ireland.

activity

Key message

5 mins

1. Introduction to Session
One

What your reflections are as a leader
about the need to work
on psychological safety and why you
think spending this time
together on this topic is valuable,
personally and professionally

20 mins

2. What is psychological
safety and why should it
matter to us?

We need to build greater psychological
safety because we
think and feel that it matters; to us
as individuals, as a team
and as a business - or we are unlikely
to make any meaningful
progress on it.

50 mins

3. What could we do to
make a difference?

25 mins

4. What will we do?

15 mins

5. And what about us?

5 mins

6. Close

Bring the session to an end by understanding
what it has felt
like to work together on psychological
safety.
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ChaPTeR 3: SeSSIOn 1,

We have a wealth of things we can
identify that would create more
psychological safety for our people.
The answers are not some
mysterious technology ‘out there’ but
are a range of things that we
can identify and then choose from.
We are committing to try a number
of things to see what
difference we can make. Some opportunities
are easy quick
wins and others are longer term, and
we need a mix of both.
There are lessons to take from what
we are doing for our
people that might also apply to ourselves
as a team. We
should take time to ensure that we
are also building our greater
psychological safety too.

CReaTInG GReaTeR PSYChOlOGICal

SafeTY

facilitator notes

§ If you prefer to, or need
to, you can split this session
over two different
days, for example to fit into
two close together dates when
your team will
be together anyway for other
meetings. If you do decide
to do this then it
will work better to split the
session after activity 3 and
then start the next
session with activity 4. Starting
the 2nd session with a thorough
recap
will help overcome the challenge
of lost continuity.

Your kit list

Before you deliver the session

make sure you have everything

you need

To bring

To print from appendix

Flipchart Paper

PRInT eaCh On a4 PeR
PeRSOn aTTendInG:
Resource 1. What is Psychological
Safety
Resource 2. Open View 2019
Psychological Safety
Resource 3. Creating psychological
safety - 3Ps
Resource 4. Prompt questions
for psychological safety

Flipchart markers
Sharpies
Post it notes
Pens
Blu Tack
Masking tape
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The Result
Internal evaluation found the programme
produced substantial improvements in:
• Culture embedding
• Psychological safety
• Employee engagement
• Inclusion and diversity

Feedback on leaders’ events:
• 98% satisfaction with leaders’ events
• 98% felt enabled to share with their teams
• “More of the same please – this event was exemplary –
I loved it.”

The format, structure
and content have
been instrumental in
helping us to make such
progress over a short
period of time. The
group leadership team
will only get better from
here for the benefit of all
stakeholders.
CFO

• “Made us stand up and be counted as leaders rather
than passively receiving updates and always looking
to the ExCo for the answers.”
• “I feel I had total involvement in the day. The
empowerment to go to other divisions in the Bank
and discuss urgent matters was a fantastic idea.”
• “Shout out to Ideas Unlimited: you showed us the way
and marshalled us expertly.”
Thank you. This has
been amazing. Really
exceeded what I thought
was even possible.
CEO
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